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Question 1:
IFB PAGE12:
PART II: DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS
PART 1‐GENERAL, 1.1 WORK INCLUDED
1) The paragraph indicates the “Track has already been purchased and installed”. Is that correct?
Or is track to be bid?
FDA Response: Perimeter drapery track has been purchased and installed, and is NIC as described
by spec.

Question 2:
2.5 TRAVELLER TRACK (page 15)
Paragraphs A‐F provide general specifications for traveler track.
1) If the track is to be bid, are there diagrams or plans that indicate the lengths and locations of the
tracks in each of the four spaces?
FDA Response: Drapery track referenced in 2.5 is provided for traveler curtains and is to be
considered loose equipment.

Question 3:
2.1 TRACK CURTAIN SCHEDULE (Page 13)
Paragraph A for the Performance Theatre
Based on the Paragraph it appears the Below Gallery Curtains require 150 ft of track for the Fifteen 10ft
wide curtains. The Above Gallery Curtains require 105 ft of track for fifteen 7ft wide curtains
1) Are those quantities accurate?
2) What structural members will the track attach to?
3) Are they all walk along tracks?
FDA Response: In Performance Theatre all tracked drapery to be 10ft wide. Curtain height should
be VIF but is nominally 7ft and 10ft. Associated track is NIC.

Question 4:
Paragraph B for the Performance Studio
Based on the Paragraph it appears the 24 foot wide panels require 80 ft of track for the four 24ft wide
curtains. And the 20 foot wide panels need 40 ft of track
1) Are those quantities accurate?
2) What structural members will the track need to attach to?
3) Do the tracks attach directly to the structure are do they hang down?
4) Are they all walk along tracks?
FDA Response: All dimensions should be VIF. Associated track NIC.
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Question 5:
Paragraph C for the Studio Classroom
Based on the Paragraph it appears the 14 foot wide panels require 56 ft of track for the four 14ft wide
curtains. And the 20 foot wide panels need 40 ft of track. And two the 16 ft wide panels need 32ft of
track.
1) Are those quantities accurate?
2) What structural members will the track need to attach to?
3) Do the tracks attach directly to the structure are do they hang down?
4) Are they all walk along tracks?
FDA Response: All dimensions should be VIF. Associated track NIC.

Question 6:
Paragraph D (page 14) for the Sound Studio
Based on the Paragraph it appears the White Muslin Cyc, Chroma Green Cyc and Black Velour Cyc each
need 20 ft of track.
1) Are those quantities accurate?
2) What structural members will the track need to attach to?
3) Do the tracks attach directly to the structure are do they hang down?
4) Are they all walk along tracks?
FDA Response: All dimensions should be VIF. Associated track NIC.

Question 7:
2.2 STAGE DRAPERY SCHEDULE (Page 14)
Paragraph A For the Performance Theatre
Does the Black Velour traveler need track?
1) If so, what structural members will the track attach to?
2) Do the Black Velour legs, Black Velour Panels , Muslin Cyc and Black Scrim need top pipes and
rigging hardware?
3) If so, what structural members will the rigging attach to?
FDA Response: Yes, traveler track is described in 2.5. Installed stage drapery as directed by
Owner, per 3.3; provide required tie lines and hardware to hang from associated grids.
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Question 8:
Paragraph B for the Performance Studio
1) Does the Black Velour traveler need track?
2) If so, what structural members will the track attach to?
3) Do the Black Velour legs, Black Velour Panels , Muslin Cyc and Black Scrim need top pipes and
rigging hardware?
4) If so, what structural members will the rigging attach to?
5) Do the Legs, Panels Muslin Cyc and Black Scrim in the Performance Studio also need bottom
pipes with Threaded Couplings as in the Performance Theatre, or are they all on travelers?
FDA Response: Yes, traveler track is described in 2.5. Traveler track installation NIC. Installed
stage drapery as directed by Owner, per 3.3; provide required tie lines and hardware to hang from
associated grids.

Question 9:
Chain Motors:
1) Please confirm installation of chain motors is Not required
2) If installation is required, please confirm this will be done at the time of the drapery
installation or if an alternate price for a separate installation should be included in this bid
3) Are there any drawings detailing the disconnect locations for these units?
FDA Response: Chain hoists and control to be installed as described in 2.6. Coordinate schedule
with Owner.

Question 10:
Scheduling and completion:
1) We will require the current project to be complete and the rooms to be signed off as broom
clean prior to installation of any curtains. Field verification of existing (or new with this project)
track elevations will be required prior to the fabrication of curtain panels. Please provide a
number of calendar days allotted after the current project is complete and signed off for
installation of this scope.
FDA Response: Coordinate schedule with Owner.
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